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Britain does not have a special relationship with the USA. It is, and has been since the end of
the World War, a subservient inferior ‘partner’ doing what it is told. Britain stands next to
the schoolyard thug and tries not to be a victim of it. Likewise, Britain acquiesces to Israel –
as it is backed to the hilt by America.  This so-called special relationship with Israel is not
challenged in the mainstream media because they all too well aware of the trouble they
would cause for themselves. The antisemitism firestorm that engulfed Labour under Jeremy
Corbyn is proof of that.

Reminding the public what Israel does to Palestine and its inhabitants can get a news outlet,
be it mainstream or independent, into all sorts of trouble. Typically, this post will not be
allowed to spread on social media, especially FB. Then there’s the social media response,
which can be distressing, ‘blacklisting’ of the entire website and a never-ending stream of
hacking attempts.

So here are some home truths in case you’ve forgotten some of the details.

Between  March  30  and  November  19  this  year,  security  forces  killed  189  Palestinian
demonstrators, including 31 children and 3 medical workers, and wounded more than 5,800
with  live  fire.  This  live  fire  was  through  the  use  of  military  snipers  –  none  of  whom  were
facing any potential harm. In the same time period, one Israeli was killed by the Palestinian
reaction.

The Independent Commission for Human Rights in Palestine (ICHR), a statutory commission
charged with monitoring human rights compliance by the Palestinian authorities, received
180 complaints of arbitrary arrest, 173 complaints of torture and ill-treatment, and 209
complaints of administrative detention in 2018.

Since  1967,  over  50,000  Palestinian  children  have  been  imprisoned  by  the  Israeli
authorities. To put even more context to this – On 11 December 2012, the office of the then
Palestinian Prime Minister Salam Fayyad stated that since 1967, 800,000 Palestinians, or
roughly 20% of the total population and 40% of the male population, had been imprisoned
by Israel at one point in time.

On April 4th this year on Palestinian Child’s Day; 250 children were imprisoned by Israel and
11 were killed by army gunfire. Further evidence shows that since 2015, Israel has locked up
6,000 Palestinian children, many reported being tortured. Israeli snipers were given the go-
ahead to kill children by sniper-fire in 2019.
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Over 1.5 million Palestinians, displaced due to the 1948 Arab-Israeli war, 1967 Six-Day War
and Israeli occupation, live in Palestine refugee camps in Lebanon, Jordan, the Syrian Arab
Republic, the Gaza Strip and the West Bank – and over half of the individuals in Gaza and
45.4 per cent of individuals in refugee camps live in subsistence poverty. Additionally, 33.8
per cent of Gazans and 29.3 per cent of those in Palestinian refugee camps live below the
deep poverty line.

Since the year 2000, at least 117,184 Palestinians have been recorded injured by Israeli
soldiers – that is well over 500 a month.

Israel is viewed as an apartheid state by its neighbours and genocidal by others.

And yet the British government continues with it’s slavish relationship to Israel given its
appalling human rights record.

To help explain this special relationship, Mark Curtis, a British historian and journalist is a
former Research Fellow at the Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House) and
has been an Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Strathclyde. His research and
analysis of Britain’s involvement in the Middle East is second to none. Here is his take on
what the special relationship between Britain and Israel is all about. It was written two
months ago and is quite up to date all bar the arrival of the Johnson government.

“Two  reasons  are  clear  in  explaining  the  current  British  policy.  One  is
commercial:  arms  exports  and  trade  are  increasingly  profitable  to  British
corporations. The other is that UK policy towards Israel is to a large degree
determined in Washington and by London wanting to curry favour with the US
and not challenge its closest ally.”

Diplomatic support

Theresa May says that Israel is “one of the world’s great success stories” and a “beacon of
tolerance“.  To  Defence  Secretary  Gavin  Williamson,  Israel  is  a  “light  unto  the
nations” whose relationship with the UK “is underpinned by a shared sense of  values:
justice, compassion, tolerance”.

These gushing words  translate  into  consistent  British  support  for  Israel  internationally,
helping to shield it from ostracism. Britain abstained on the recent UN vote to authorise an
investigation into the Gaza killings because it would not also investigate Hamas; instead, the
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UK supports Israel carrying out its own inquiry.

Last year, the Foreign Office refused to sign a joint statement at the Paris peace conference
on Palestine, accusing it of “taking place against the wishes of the Israelis”.

Arms supplies

Britain has approved arms sales to Israel worth $445m since the 2014 Gaza war and there is
little doubt that some of this equipment has been used against people in the occupied
territories. UK drone components are exported while Israel uses drones for surveillance and
armed attacks.

The UK exports components for combat aircraft while Israel’s air force conducts air strikes in
Gaza, causing civilian deaths and destruction of infrastructure. The government admits it
has not assessed the impact of its arms exports to Israel on Palestinians.

This  policy  follows  the  knowledge  that  Israel  promotes  an  “increasing  pattern”  of
deliberately shooting Palestinian children and that Palestinians generally are “increasingly
killed…  with  impunity”  by  Israel,  as  a  2015  Home  Office  report  noted.  Since  2000  Israel
has killed nearly 5,000 Palestinians not taking part in hostilities, around one-third of whom
are under 18.

Airforce

In  May  2018,  Israel  became  the  first  country  to  mount  an  air  attack  using  the  new
generation F-35 stealth warplane, hitting targets in Syria. While F-35 production is led by US
arms company Lockheed Martin,  British industry is  building 15 per  cent  of  each F-35,
involving companies such as BAE Systems and Rolls-Royce.

Nothing is allowed to interrupt the “very close defence cooperation” between Britain and
Israel. British military pilots are even being trained by a company owned by Israel arms firm
Elbit Systems.

Nuclear arms

Israel is believed to possess 80 to 100 nuclear warheads, some of which are deployed on its
submarines.  The  UK  is  effectively  aiding  this  nuclear  deployment  by  supplying  submarine
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components to Israel.  According to the commander of Haifa naval base, General David
Salamah, Israel’s submarines regularly operate “deep within enemy territory”.

Britain has a long history of helping Israel to develop nuclear weapons. In the 1950s and
1960s Conservative and Labour governments made hundreds of sales of nuclear materials
to Israel, including plutonium and uranium.

The contrast with British policy towards Iran is striking. Former Foreign Secretary Boris
Johnson  stated  that  the  UK  is  “adamant  that  a  nuclear-armed  Iran  would  never  be
acceptable” and thus maintains sanctions against Iran. At the same time, Britain refuses to
adopt any sanctions against Israel, an actual nuclear state.

In 1995, the UK and other states agreed to a UN resolution to establish a nuclear-weapons-
free zone in the Middle East. It is not known whether Britain has ever seriously pressed
Israel on this.

Navy

This week (June 5th) British and Spanish warships, part of NATO’s forces, docked in Israel’s
Haifa  port  to  conduct  a  joint  NATO-Israel  naval  exercise.  This  follows  naval  exercises
between Britain and Israel in December 2017 and November 2016. Through its blockade,
the Israeli navy restricts Palestinians’ fishing rights, even firing on local fishermen.

The  blockade  of  Gaza  is  widely  regarded  as  illegal,  including  by  senior  UN  officials,  a  UN
independent  panel  of  experts  and  Amnesty  International,  partly  since  it  inflicts  “collective
punishment” on an entire population. Britain is failing to uphold its obligation “to ensure
compliance by Israel with international humanitarian law”.

Intelligence

Little is known of the intelligence relationship between the UK and Israel. There have been
differences  such  as  in  1986  when  prime  minister  Margaret  Thatcher  ordered  a  freeze  in
relations with Mossad after a female Israeli agent lured Mordechai Vanunu, who was trying
to reveal Israel’s nuclear secrets, to Rome where he was kidnapped.

Former MI6 director  Sir  Richard Dearlove recently said that  British intelligence did not
always  share  information  with  Israel  “because  we  could  never  guarantee  how  the
intelligence might  or  would  be  used”.  But  the  Telegraph reports  that  the  relationship
between MI6 and Mossad has become closer in recent years with both concerned about
nuclear proliferation in Iran.

The director of the British spy centre GCHQ says the latter has a “strong partnership with
our Israeli counterparts in signals intelligence” and that “we are building on an excellent
cyber relationship with a range of Israeli bodies”.

Documents from 2009 leaked by the whistleblower Edward Snowden show that GCHQ spied
on  the  Israeli  military,  defence  firms and  diplomatic  missions.  But  they  also  revealed  that
GCHQ  monitored  Palestinian  communications,  including  the  phone  calls  of  President
Mahmoud Abbas and his two sons. The interceptions took place just three weeks before
Israel’s  offensive  on  Gaza  in  January  2009,  suggesting  that  they  may  have  helped  Israel
gear  up  for  the  offensive.
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Trade

The UK is deepening trade with Israel “as we leave the EU” and has established a joint trade
working group. Britain completely opposes the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS)
movement and rejects imposing even the most basic sanctions on Israel, such as travel bans
on those involved in expanding illegal settlements.

Indeed,  the  government  appears  to  be  helping  Israel  counter  the  BDS  movement.  In
September 2017, then communities minister Sajid Javid met Gilad Erdan, Israel’s “strategic
affairs”  minister  in  charge  of  combating  the  BDS  movement,  to  discuss  “steps  to  counter
anti-Israel delegitimisation and BDS”.

Rather, the UK wants trade relations to go from “strength to strength“, bolstering the UK’s
position as the primary Israeli investment location in Europe.

Illegal settlements

The UK is aware that there are more than 570,000 Israeli settlers in the occupied territories
and its formal position regards the settlements as illegal. Yet this is meaningless in light of
actual British policy, which is never known to press Israel strongly to end settlement building
or the occupation.

The UK simply calls on Israel to “ease” restrictions on Gaza, and rather than demand an
Israeli withdrawal from the occupied Golan Heights, Britain only calls on Israel to “uphold its
obligations under international law”.

Trade from illegal settlements

Israel’s policy in the occupied territories has been described by human rights body B’Tselem
as an “unbridled theft”. Hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of goods produced in these
settlements are exported internationally each year, including oranges, dates and spring
water.

Yet Britain permits this trade and does not even keep a record of imports into the UK from
the settlements. Indeed, Boris Johnson has explicitly said that it is the “policy of the UK” to
trade with the illegal settlements and that this will continue. This policy violates UN Security
Council  resolutions  which  require  all  states  to  “distinguish,  in  their  relevant  dealings,
between the territory of the State of Israel and the territories occupied since 1967”.

What explains British policy?

Britain has a long history of  supporting Israeli  aggression.  As the mandatory power in
Palestine from 1920 to 1948, Britain enabled the gradual takeover of  Palestine by the
Zionist movement. When the Arab revolt against Britain and its Zionist proteges broke out in
the  late  1930s,  the  British  army brutally  crushed it.  The  UK supported  Israel’s  brutal
takeover of Palestine in 1948 and also aided Israel’s 1967 war, having furnished Israel with
hundreds of British tanks.

But British policy goes beyond this. Gavin Williamson has said that the UK-Israel relationship
is the “cornerstone of so much of what we do in the Middle East” while former international
development secretary, the neocon Priti Patel, noted that “Israel is an important strategic
partner for the UK”.
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Patel was forced to resign last year after it was revealed that she held secret meetings in
Israel  with  key officials,  including Netanyahu.  Most  significantly,  she visited Israeli  military
hospitals in the Golan Heights where Israel treats anti-government fighters involved in the
Syrian  war,  including  members  of  the  al-Qaeda  affiliate  al-Nusra,  which  Israel  is  seen  as
effectively  supporting.  Patel  even  wanted  to  give  British  aid  to  the  Israeli  army.

Britain  effectively  backs  Israeli  military  policy  in  the  Middle  East  while  it  has  carried  out
more than 100 clandestine airstrikes inside Syria against government, Iranian and Hezbollah
targets. Israel is seen as an ally against Syria and Iran – Britain’s two main enemies in the
region.

London increasingly regards Israel as a strategic asset, especially now that the old Arab-
Israeli  conflict  has  largely  disappeared,  meaning  that  Britain  can  more  easily  back  both
Israel and its Arab allies at the same time. The Palestinians are the expendable unpeople in
this deepening special relationship.
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